The article is devoted to analysis of the constitutive aspect of consciousness that manifests in the eventfulness of mind and the reality constituted by it, presented as a textual reality. Appeal to the understanding of space and text makes it possible to view the reading space as a metaphorical "twofold" space, which is constituted by intersection and superposition of "places" that, in their state of becoming, suggest the perception of reality that is set by the possibility of infinite textual interpretations. The authors examine whether it is conceivable that there be evoking configurations of reading allows to represent the problem of consciousness in the context of finding something that ontologically roots consciousness in the world, suggests its constitutive, subjectivity-forming aspect that manifests in the eventfulness of consciousness and the reality constituted by it. Invoking mystical tradition allows us to consider text as a "place" with singular internal tension line where coexistence produces not an abstract, but individual and qualitatively diverse space. In the mystical tradition Beeng questioning as that which exists before things and is their foundation but is not something partial to existence. In this regard, the text defined as a reality, which implies concealment and remains something intimate, impossible to control completely. In connection with this symbol is seen not only as a linguistic phenomenon. Configurations of reading are considered an entity where can be foundation, creation and procreation of meanings and interpretations.
Introduction
Modern philosophy tends to focus not on the ways a reality can exist, but on the ways it can be shaped and defined. As E. V. Bakeeva poignantly notes, "ontologization of language and shaping of non-substantial (eventful) ontology themselves, in turn, become manifests of event that can be defined as ultimate proof of consciousness' totality" [1, p. 9] . A figure of reading that assumes the attentive gaze, co-existence of several centers of attraction which concentrate not only positive aspects of reality, but also that assume evocation of cataphatic descriptive tradition [31] [32] [33] . A number of key issues arise from the statement. For instance, in the teachings of Dionysius the Areopagite God transcends the world, existing both outside and inside simultaneously: "He is the cause of all being, but He is also not any part of being, because he transcends everything natural and supernatural... He transcends any negation and any affirmation" [6, p.6] .
To say is to show, to proclaim, make visible and audible: "And God said: 'Let there be...' To say is to pull from being into existence" [13] . But language is not only an explanation aspect of being. Being, to use the words of M. Heidegger, is a refusal of such explanation, it is something non-explanatory, it is abyss, something "that represents the present" [12, p. 380] . Being is anticipatory, it is Nothing, it exists before things and is their foundation but is not something partial to existence. Perhaps to correlate with modern scientific theories, which represent research of "soul gene expression in metazoan development, and provides the basis to understand the genetics of tetrapyrrole metabolism in a wide range of embryonic processes" [7, p. 360] . Genes are the text, which is embodied in a living body. Nothing, gaining its essence through Word, becomes "something". It is also logical that "the very necessity to 'give unto' and 'belong' to language in this figure of hearing and listening casts doubt on the autonomous existence of the one who performs all these actions" [1, p. 7] .
For the entire Christian tradition the world as well the book, stands for the unity of symbols: things and words have meaning beyond themselves; they also stand for something else, signifying the signified being behind them. God creates the world through Word that human being bear inside them. Because this should be of particular interest is the question of mystical tradition and mystical explanations. Mystical tradition associated with an experience of religious ecstasies and all that is related to ecstasy, that is, ideologies, ethics, rites, myths, legends, magics [29] . Description of mystical ecstasy is associated with the religious tradition in which people brought. Christianity has a developed education system, which allows the educational process for all human life [3, 4, 11] .
According to some experts the problem of mystical explanations related to the question of esoteric knowledge. For example, L. Scott expresses the following idea: "it is conjectured by Jewish scholars that sections of the Book of Exodus and the Book of Ezekiel contain word sounds that are used in these advanced transcendental techniques that are employed to avert dangers yet to come. Finally, the supernormal abilities, reflective of mental and physical purification, which come naturally through the practice of transcendental techniques, are seen to be used by the Patriarchs and Prophets throughout the Old Testament to help the Jewish nation and individual Jewish people when they were in need" [41, p. 273] . "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. ...Through him all things were made..." [John 1:1, 1:3]. The uttering is the superposition of non-locality "places" that belong both to existence and to the being-as-Nothing that, in presence, allows one to reach its essence, be fulfilled in its own existence [34] .
Discussions
All Christian symbolism is rooted in words -to name a thing means to explain it, gain insight into its nature, since the being of a name is revealed in its own energies and only in them [26, p. 108; 24] . One of the most striking features of this problem is that this energy operates in "another", revealing to us its "out-side", its intimate and unexpressionable, it is possible only due to the apothetic aspect in subjective being of name and word. That is why any symbol is possible as a linguistic phenomenon, as something through which consciousness knows another as well as itself, hence name is magical. The nature of name is magical due to the name itself becoming mythical/magical word through which entity is completely submerged in another [9] . The human being takes in the world being in a ritualized symbolic action [14, 18, 25] . Therefore, fairly represent the view that "Several rituals were invented to prevent more misery, and certain experts thereby gained considerable importance. The various ways in which people shaped, interpreted and negotiated the meaning of the disaster are interconnected with their understanding of tradition and modernity" [40, p. 112] . The symbol has a special semantics [16, 20] .
One should, nevertheless, consider the problem of the symbolic knowledge in understanding symbol as a architectural phenomenon. According to some experts "The content of a symbol is always perceived as a sort of abstraction 'slipping from comprehension nets' by symbolism supporters. A creative intuition only allows approaching to comprehension of symbols but it can never exhaust its sense. Semantic interpretation of a symbol always takes a symbolic form and for this reason turns into 'dark infinity'" [10, p. 827] . This statement suggests that world, people, words and things are the image of God, but also His manifestations. The invisible of God is visible through His creation. And it is to the man created from earthen ashes that the God granted the right to name all living things, the pre-man and creation from matter, to man made of flesh and blood. And language as His gift is a way of co-being of man and God, a melody of materialization and co-materialization. In this respect, we follow the definition of M. Heidegger language as being home in which thought gives Word to being. In this regard, we agree with the opinion that despite the notion of ineffability of mystical experience, "people can meaningfully communicate their mystical experiences, and that quantitative language analyses provide a means for understanding aspects of such experiences" [51, p. 244] .
A textual message is meant for everyone, but to see only one meaning in it is to see nothing, since the text gains corporeality formed by partition of letters, signs, bends and labels in its texture and folds, rotations and transfusions of meanings in the locality of event, that allow us to describe its spatial characteristics. We find particularly insightful the point of view presented by T. V. Itzkovich who writes: "Textual space (locality) is a property inherent to all objects of reality; this is the reason why spatial characteristics are given even to those objects that are not spatial by nature (e.g., concepts and conceptions)" [15, p. 113] . Textual space creates reality as a models of human been. In the mystical tradition it is models of subjectively believe: "Mystical experiences, or subjectively believed encounters with a supernatural world, are widely reported across cultures and throughout human history" [5, p. 112] . In this aspect, we close understanding of the model proposed by Steven D. Katz, who understands a model not as a theoretical design, "but rather the nature of 'individuals' who become norms for their tradition in a variety of ways" [19, p. 247] . Mystical knowledge involves intuition as one of the most preferred ways of learning: "Intuition may be defined as understanding or knowing without conscious recourse to thought, observation or reason. Some see this unmediated process as somehow mystical while others describe intuition as being a response to unconscious cues or implicitly apprehended prior learning" [8, p. 683] .
The infinite ambiguity of the Holy Scripture allows everyone to discover their own meanings, since encounters with the text create coexistence in space that is understood in a singular way: it is not abstract and homogenous, but individual and qualitatively heterogeneous. Omissions, ellipses and elisions in biblical writs of Experience (authored by Moses, Abraham, John and others) are signs of happening co-being, for mystical journey is a journey happening "in a single place". This "empty space" is where meaning is, for "emptiness is the perfect neutral space that anticipates any signs of God appearing" [37, p. 61] . In mystical journey change of place means change in state of traveler himself, with a singular, introversive line of tension that defines signs and marks of the world [30, 33, 45, 49] . Being "the Revelation of Jesus Christ that was given to him by God to show His servants what is to come", the Book of Revelation was written by John the Apostle "in a spirit"; that is why it references the reality on the other side of the living word and emerges as a "transition" that has no smoothness so inherent to the natural space, for it is a "jagged curve of act of faith" (in the words of Valeriy Podoroga). Friedrich Nietzsche, having refused the meaning of Jesus's teachings, instead examines the life of Jesus, actualizing his "innermost" concepts of life, truth and light [35, p. 662] . For Nietzsche, anything beyond his life experience is unknown; while believing in life, in the becoming he nevertheless denies the man who became. As T. S. Kuzubova notes, "In the metaphysical world of Nietzsche the phenomenon of Christ is a symbol of eternity present in the moment, the embodied possibility of conception of meaning in the purposeless stream of becoming" [23, p. 186] . Nietzsche in his work "Human, All Too Human" calls Jesus the noblest man, but he considers this portrayal an antithesis to the image of Christ that was historically adopted by traditional Christianity in an attempt "to make man feel sinful" [36, p. 321] .
The image of Jesus as presented by Nietzsche is "antimetaphysical", because Jesus "lives in truth" that does not distinguish between the real and the false world, accepting the undivided reality. For Nietzsche, Jesus is the cause for erasing the distinctions between God and human, for he is capable, through unlocking the limitless depth in himself that defines his "potential absoluteness", to demonstrate the actual absoluteness of a concrete man who destroys sin as a distance between God and human. In this interpretation sin becomes the inner state of individual. "The Kingdom of God" is described by Nietzsche as "experienced by heart; it is everywhere and nowhere" [35, p. 664] . But despite his affinity for ideas of Jesus, Nietzsche struggled "to break the will for nothingness", to overcome himself, to create the notion of superhuman, "saying yes to life". Through his philosophy he fights "the historical disease" that "paralyses life, bereaves it of spontaneousness"; unless history is counterbalanced by "flexible giftedness and creative straightforwardness", it becomes "deadly", it becomes "death itself" [27, pp. 362-363] .
Despite the pathos inherent in the works of Nietzsche and their various interpretations, Podoroga correctly identifies Nietzsche's writings as an attempt to transfer to another a new bodily experience, Dionysian in its essence, that pushes another from static states of consciousness into the realm of ecstatic experiences, revelations of oneself "in the long journey beyond the boundaries of ennui of idempotence", with an attempt to "form one's own body in the experience of other bodily practices" [38] . The eventful nature of insight serves as a foundation of self-ecstatic revelation of subjectivity [46] , where Me and another become possible, because we are visible, distinct. The assumption of another and the body of another allow to draw one's own boundaries and then transcend them, because Me and another are not objects, but centers of agency and action [47] . Thus, in Christian mystical experience the moment of unity between man and The Creature of God through the Marriage of God that is understood as "something not only spiritual but also carnal, for what is it if not the greatest manifestation of human Self, and Self is the man with flesh and spirit" [28, p. 59] . In this unity the soul gains " great force": in the moment of ecstasy, of being possessed by God the body can be lifted into the air; one gains the ability to see Jesus and hear Him. Katoche, the Ancient Greek word for possession, was also the synonym of ecstasy in Dionysian sacraments. For instance, the death of Saint Teresa of Ávila "was nothing else but exultation of love so intense that my body could not bear it..." [28, p. 188] , as she will tell to one of the monks, appearing to him after death. St Teresa's mystical experience shows that women's perception of the divine should be described in positive terms, that is contrary to the traditional conception of the hysterical and anxiety symptoms [17, 52] . In this regard, of particular interest is the work of Colleen Ward, which describes that the women's spirit possession regarded as a symptom of personal maladjustment and as a form of social protest based on psychosocial, role-related pressures [50, p. 411] .
The act of being itself becomes possible only in love for God, for "when you finally give in to it completely, you shall, by your own will, begin to mortify yourself and it will start to become your life. It will not kill you but will create you to live only its life and then you shall live not by your own but its will, for your will shall become its will; thus you will be dead to yourself and alive to God" [2. p. 106]. It is his own life that Job was willing to sacrifice in the name of faith. The God described by Lev Shestov is the God of Job: always "present" and "hidden", with no knowledge of "where He is going" [42, p. 409] . According to Shestov, the path of Job is the dialectics of humanity itself. Job suffered "terrible grievances", but, having remembered "the true freedom of the man of paradise", he "loses all fear and awakes to daring"; being "the best man of all-being" he has not "smothered in himself... the pathos of freedom" and managed to achieve the state of "living man" [21, p. 70] . The image of Job correlates with the "underground man" described by Shestov, since he opposed the wisdom of the world with his "madness" and did it as "equal to equal": "It is necessary to live without confidence, without assurance. It is necessary to give one's own spirit into hands of another, to become a material of sorts, to become clay from which invisible and unknown potter will shape something that is also completely unknown... He does not "think", he dashes to and fro, knocks at every door, bumps into every [wall] . He does not guide himself any more, he is possessed by the force that is infinitely more powerful than himself" [43, p. 61] . This is a call to sacrifice everything, even "eternal" truths, to find God. Shestov, having refused the truths and values of real life, was unable to find another solid foundation besides "solitude before God and a completely unfounded belief in the saving grace of absurdity" [22, p. 224] .
Conclusion
On the whole, the text is considered an independent entity that can be disposed or opposed to revealing itself. Reading of the text is its continuation, its foundation, creation and procreation of meanings and interpretations. The reading space is a place of event where text becomes the possibility of event, hence "I desire it as some desire the body of Another, for... text is sensual. The text that opens in the reading space, is our other body that we lust for, over and over again" [37, p. 23] . There exists a certain texture, a certain fabric of reading, in which the consciousness is understood, however paradoxical that may sound [48] . Reading allows for a true touch of reality [39] . Reading configuration assumes the multiplicity of the world come true, because this is an opportunity, which was the beginning and became a reality only after the choice [44, p. 75] .
It is possible to discuss absolute text, and hence the fabric of meanings that is open to creation of new meanings, retaining only its shape, style and tone. But it should recognize that the text itself remains something intimate, impossible to control completely, due to the ambiguity created both by the author and the reader who interprets it, giving it new meanings and translating it into his own language.
